WTS MODEL Public Examination - 2014
English I Paper – Answer Key
1. Synonyms (5 x 1= 5)
i – voyagers
- explorers
ii – excited
- thrilled
iii – fascinating - charming
iv – profound - thoughtful
v – valour
- bravery
2. Antonyms (5 x 1= 5)
i–several
X few
ii – brutality
X kindness (or) humaneness
iii – irreverent X respectful
iv – panic
X calm
v – privileged X deprived
Vocabulary any ten (10 x 1= 10)
3. c) CCE– Continuous and Comprehensive Evaluation.
(pls check spelling)
4. a) Weather forecast helps us to predict the climatic
changes.
5. verandah-porch
6.c) outlet
7.b) Aircraft-Aircraft
8.a) invisible
9. a) trapped-caught up.
10. Edu-ca-tion
 3 syllables
(or) mo-nu-ment  3 syllables
(or) beau-ty
 2 syllables.
11.b) notorious
12.* Murali creates this story
(or) Murali is a creative writer
(or) Murali’s creation is good.
(any meaningful sentence)
13. The manager approved his file.
His file will be approved.
(any meaningful sentence having approve as a verb)
14. b) She is fond of candies.
Grammar one marks (10 x 1= 10)
15. b) I will speak
16. a) SVOC
17. b) hasn’t it
18. c) so smart as
19.a) He is lazy
20. b) in spite of
21.b) borrow
22. b) due to
23. c) an
24. a) in c) down
Grammar two marks (5 x 2= 10)
25. If you eat fruits, you will be healthy/ Unless you eat
fruits, you will not be healthy. (*2 marks)
You must eat fruits and you will be healthy (*1 mark)

26. A day was spent by me at Gingee fort and that day (it)
was enjoyed by me a lot.
27. The teacher told the students that their principal had
planned a picnic for them and (further) asked where
they wanted to go.
28. If Shankar were not ill, he would go to school today.
29.* Vellore is hotter than Chennai.
Punctuation (5)
30. Chaya says, “We have no choice, because who
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knows if we’ll find enough water tomorrow.”
6
7 8
Short answers any five (5 x2 =10)
31. Hughie’s financial status-poor.
32. Music- study of relationship – invisible- internalhidden objects.
Astronomy- study of relationship- observable- externalpermanent objects.
33. Acquiring knowledge- acquiring character- twofold
duty- acquired by students.
34. Water scarcity- causes tension- political disputes- can
lead the world- violence.
35. Andra Pradesh- Bihar- Karnataka- Kerala- MaharastraRajasthan- Tamil Nadu.
36. The Willow warbler- smallest of all the birds.
37. The topmost stone of the Vimanam- weighs 80 tonslifted to that height- without modern machines- baffles
engineers.
38. Paragraph any one (5)
* For own relevant para without mistakes
- 5 marks
(*Pls Reduce mark, even you find a single mistake)
* For relevant reproduced para without mistakes - 4 marks
* For relevant para with mistakes
- 2 marks
(a) Hughie- handsome young man- no job- financial
condition poor- wanted to marry Laura- Colonel
father’s condition- earn ten thousand pounds own for
marriage- unable to fulfill the condition- upset- visit to
his friend Trevor’s studio- saw a beggar model- looked
very miserable- tattered cloak, patched and cobbled
boots- like a typical beggar- took pity and gave him
sovereign- model was Baron Hausberg- riches men in
Europe- knowing the truth- felt sorry for his act- Baron
sent a cheque- ten thousand pounds- as a rewardcharitable act of Hughie rewarded- millionaire modelmodel millionaire.
(OR)
(b) Success depends upon character- knowledge without
character useless- good character saves- even in bad
conditions- character raise the life of people- duty to
themselves- acquiring knowledge and character- two
folded- duty to fellow students- help other studentsdevelop the habit of co-operation- duties to parents and

teachers- obedience to parents- reverence for teachersvaluable qualities- practised by students- duty to the
government- attitude towards the government- loyal
acceptance without protest- duty to the world- try to
know the needs of various people- find solutions.
(OR)
(c) Brihadeesvarar temple- art gallery at Tanjore- their
contributions- towards art and culture- temple is 1000
years old- built by King Raja Raja Chola- king and his
family donated all their gold and silver- temple’s
structure is majestic- timeless architectural marvelstands as a symbol of our culture- total area of the
temple is 3,00,000 sq.feet- surrounded with fortgopura- towered with vimanam- built up with stones
with bonding and notching- without the use of mortartopmost stone- weighs about 80 tons- lifted to that
height- without the help of modern machines- this
aspect baffles engineers till day- tower is unbeatableperfect geometry and distinct clarity of lines- they
remain unshaken by wind or rain.
39. Memory poem any one (5)
(a)

If you can force your heart, and nerve and sinew
To serve your turn long after they are gone;
And so hold on when there is nothing in you
Except the will which says to them, “Hold on”.
If you can fill the unforgiving minute
(OR)
(b) The globe’s is my world. The cloud’s is my kin
I care not where the skies begin;
I spread my wings through all the din;
Through fears and fright I fly my flight.
No walls for me, no vigil gates.

Poem appreciation (5 x 1= 5)
40. Triumph and disaster - two imposters.
41. Sparkling crystals- inside the geode.
42. A loud- unpleasant noise.
43. Natural condition- not spoiled.
44. Hard work (or) craftsmanship of the sculptor.
Literary appreciation (5 x 1= 5)
45. gaze – ways
46. within – wood – we
47. Simile
48. abab
49. Personification/Apostrophe

defeat - two sides of a same coin- learn good lessons
from that- consider both as same- may lose our
physical strength- not lost our hope- use the time
properly and usefully- able to do the above- masters
of the world.
(OR)
(b) Children working in factories- can’t run or leaptiredness- go to the meadows- drop and sleep- can’t
play- bend to drive the iron wheels- keep on bending
while working- long time- knees tremble- eyelids
drooping- working all the day- pulses are burninghearts, heads and the walls turn with wheels- prayer
to stop the wheels- atleast for a day- offer prayerescape from the tedious work.
(OR)
(c) Migrant bird- speaks of its journey- considers the
globe its world- cloud its relatives- never careswhere the skies begin- without fear- wants to flychallenging journey- no wall, authority, country or
power to stop- guns that kill human beings- never
stop its journey- not bound by maps or boundariesstay for a short time- unknown country- plays
happily in the water bodies- in unknown lands- lays
eggs wherever it wants- never thinks of meaner
things- never stops its journey- closes its eyes to
dream- long last.
51. Comprehension (5 x2 =10)
(a) Water, soil, air and sound pollution are the different
types of pollution.
(b) Cities are mostly affected by pollution.
(c) In correct.
(d) The garbage, honking, blaring music are the threats
that the earth faces.
(*Other relevant points too.)
(e) The epidemic diseases spread by scattering garbage
all over the earth.
52. Correcting the errors ( 5 x 1= 5)
(a) Tamilnadu is one of the richest state states in Culture
and Tradition.
(b) I prefer chocolate than to ice cream.
(c) We discussed about the problem so thoroughly.
(d) We met an a European last week.
(e) Neither Ram nor his friends knows know the answer.

53. Picture comprehension ( 5 x 1= 5)
(*Please accept -Answers in words or sentences )
(a) I see a boy and a girl with their dog in this picture.
(b) Yes, It is a domestic animal.
(c) The Children are sharing love with their pet by
50. Paragraph any one (5)
hugging (embracing) it.
* For own relevant para without mistakes
- 5 marks
(*Pls Reduce mark, even you find a single mistake) (d) It is very loyal. It protects our house from enemies
and thieves.
(*any relevant answer)
* For relevant reproduced para without mistakes - 4 marks
(e) Cat, parrot, dove, hare, cow, goat, bull etc.
* For relevant para with mistakes
- 2 marks
(a) Rudyard Kipling says- we should not live in dream
(*any relevant answer)
world- should not addict to thoughts- action is very
important- than dreams and thoughts- victory and

WTS MODEL Public Examination - 2014
English II Paper – Answer Key
1. Fill in the blanks: (5 x 1 = 5)
i) drifted
ii) honking
iii) babble
iv) jostling
v) unsure
2. Character/speaker:(5 x 1 = 5)
i) Shelly
ii) Bonnie Chamberlain / Narrator of the story ‘The face of
Judas Iscariot’
iii) Rob Reilly
iv) Louise Martinez / Neighbour (of Celine/Serge)
v) Kumar
3. Match: (5 x 1 = 5)
(a) Judas model
(b) Rob’s Father
(c) Rex Coker’s brother
(d) old man
(e) Kumar
4. Choose: (5 x 1 = 5)
(i) Labrador
(ii) A couple of
(iii) 22.09.2003
(iv) ingenuity
(v) specks
5. Comprehension : (5 x 1 = 5)
(*Don’t award mark at your script, if you don’t find the
answers(words) mentioned here in bold letters below )
i) Serge was a 43 years old Council worker.
ii) Frequent floods made Lunel swampy.
iii) No.
iv) Celine stepped over a low hedge.
v) Celine fell into a manhole/drain / the flood water.
6. Mind map : (5 x 1 = 5)
i) beat him black and blue.
ii) weary way across to a palatial mansion hoping to get
some help.
iii) staggered inside.
iv) and wait until night to plunder the household.
v) to warn the household of the impending danger.

his mother didn’t permit - belonged to someone - put
a notice – newspaper - waited for owner - the dog –
alright - played in yard - followed to school - waited
out - till evening - a blind lady - came - Goldy’s real
owner - called it ‘Sam’ - needed it - returned to her.
(OR)
Rex Coker’s brother - a tinkerer - hobby of
inventing – things - blue printed - his ideas - invent
electric bike - Schwinn bike - his project - fitted - DC
electric motor - old bike - battery - old Chevy car fitted over the fender - switch - mounted - the cross bar
- invention looked like – device - in a science fiction test run - behind the house - started off the ride thumbs up sign. rushed through the double gate –
back yard - clothes line caught - his chin - started to
fight with him - At last - took positively.
(OR)
Kumar – youn, enterprising man - lived in USA felt emptiness - missed his family and his mother performance gained - a job – MNC - arranged money –
journey - brother and sister - sacrifice necessities convince - mother - leaving India - talk on phone - for
half-an-hour - urged him to return home - looked at sky dotted birds - remembered - childhood picnic –
Vedanthangal - remembered - father’s saying - no place
like home – thought - Home - where heart is - Kumar –
made his mind - return home - Kumar - learnt - from
birds.
8. Note making (5 x 1 = 5)
Title
Words / word / phrases / clauses
With or without dash marks/hyphen
Not necessary in the sentence form
Summary Writing (5 x 1 = 5)
Rough Draft
- 2 marks
Title
- 1 mark
Fair Draft
- 2 marks

1 mark
-

4 marks

9. Dialogue Completion (5 x 1 = 5)
(*Any relevant dialogue will be given marks)
Father: How are you?
Son: Tomorrow we will go an excursion.
Son: We will return on
Son: I need
Father: May I transfer the amount to your account?

7. Paragraph (5 x 1 = 5)
10. Dialogue Writing (5 x 1 = 5)
* For own relevant para without mistakes
- 5 marks
(*Pls Reduce mark, even you find a single mistake) Any relevant five utterances between a principal and a
student who secures top rank in a competitive exam.
* For relevant reproduced para without mistakes - 4 marks
* For relevant para with mistakes
- 2 marks
11. Letter Writing (5 x 1 = 5)
Body
of the letter must contain 5 sentences relevant to the
Shelly - school boy - saw - wounded dog - paw
matter
given.
hurt - nursed - named it Goldy - wanted to keep with -

12. Advertisement (5 x 1 = 5)
Outline
- 1mark
Pictures
- 1 mark
Any relevant caption - 2 marks
Address
- 1 mark
13.HeadLines Expansion : (5 x 1 = 5)
Any 2 Relevant sentences for each will be given 1 mark
14. Pie-chart: (5 x 1 = 5)
i) literacy rate
ii) Kerala
iii) True
iv) Karnataka
v) 14 %
15.Developing Hints(5 x 1 = 5)
Title
- 1 mark
A para or two
- 1 mark
Content Without mistakes
- 2 marks
Moral
- 1 mark
16. Match the slogans: (5 x 1 = 5)
A) Sweet gift to your friend
B) Smooth and silky
C) Secret of my energy
D) Time in your hand
E) Knowledge bank
17.Road Map(5 x 1 = 5)
(*Turns should be given in the order)
Go straight along the Mount Road
Turn right
Go straight along the 1st street
Turn right
Go straight along the Gandhi Road
Turn left
Go straight along the 1st street
After few minutes walk, you will find the Hospital
18. Paraphrasing a poem : (5 x 1 = 5)
i.
ii.
iii.

iv.
v.

every known living creature.
have a keen look on it / look closely
the beauty
search for
what we see

19. Translation: (5 x 1 = 5)
Caution: This bridge is under repair. Four wheelers and
heavy vehicles are instructed to go by the new bridge.
20. Picture Composition: (5 x 1 = 5)
Any 5 relevant meaningful picture related sentences
without mistakes.
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